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Objective:Non-contact penetrating detection and sensing of human beings (vital
signs) through nonmetallic obstacles (ruins, wall, and smog) using the ultra-
wideband (UWB) bio-radar plays a significant role in various post-disaster
rescue operations in national public security events, like earthquake, building
collapse, and factory explosion. In practical application scenarios, the narrowband
radio frequency interference (RFI) and surrounding movement interference (SMI)
are the two most common and major types of environmental interference (EI),
which would cause serious effects on the penetrating detection performance of
the UWB bio-radar.

Methods: Therefore, through establishing a quantitative and controllable
experiment system and combining a proposed quantitative evaluation method,
this paper quantitatively investigates and evaluates the influencing characteristics
and laws of these two interferences on human vital sign detection using the UWB
bio-radar. In the quantitative experiments, two key environmental spatial
parameters (interference distance and angle) of interference sources and two
kinds of system parameters (main lobe width and time window) of the UWB bio-
radar are considered.

Results: Numerous experiments at different interference positions and
corresponding statistical results demonstrated that both the RFI and SMI have
a high negative correlation with the interference distance. Meanwhile, the SMI,
which is highly related to the interference angle, could be screened or isolated by
the detecting time window andmain lobe boundary of UWB bio-radar, but the RFI
could not be detected.

Discussion: This study shows potential in providing transcendental knowledge
and guidance for special EI suppression study, and even for the future design,
manufacture, and rational use of the UWB bio-radar, facilitating improvement in
the practical performance and effectiveness of the UWB bio-radar search and
rescue system.
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1 Introduction

As a novel concept of radar, the bio-radar is a combination of
bio-medical engineering technology and radar technology, which
can detect and sense live body actions, such as physiological
activities (respiration and heart beating) (Li et al., 2010; Li X.
et al., 2013; Li Z. et al., 2013; Lv et al., 2014; Hsieh et al., 2015;
Qi et al., 2016a; Wu et al., 2016) and other body movements
(walking and waving) (Fioranelli et al., 2015; Kim and Moon,
2016a; Qi et al., 2016b; Nanzer, 2017; Qi et al., 2017; Qi et al.,
2020) through some nonmetal obstacles (clothes, ruins, bricks, and
treetops). As shown in the working principle diagram of bio-radar in
Figure 1A, the bio-radar emits electromagnetic waves to irradiate the
moving human body, and the aforementioned micro-motion will
generate a specific phase and amplitude modulation on the
electromagnetic waves. By demodulating the radar echo, the
energy and frequency information on micro-motion can be
obtained. The ultra-wideband (UWB) bio-radar could also obtain
the position information on the target due to its high distance
resolution, and superior penetration ability and stability; hence, it is
widely adopted in various penetrating detection scenarios, urban
anti-terrorism, clinical vital sign monitoring, and family health
monitoring, especially post-disaster search and rescue, as shown
in Figure 1B.

Most existing studies of the UWB bio-radar were oriented in
laboratory conditions or mainly focus on some scientific problems,
such as relevant information on vital sign or micro-motion detection
for human beings, target positioning and recognition (Deming et al.,
2009), and behavior detection (Kim and Moon, 2016b; Qi et al.,
2016b; Qi et al., 2019). However, few efforts were allocated to discuss
and solve relevant problems affecting the environmental during
practical application, such as electromagnetic cluster and movement
of leaves and grass at a search and rescue site outdoors, which will
seriously curb the bio-radar in reaching its best performance. For
instance, during some post-earthquake search–rescue operations in
China (like the 2008 Wenchuan Earthquake, 2010 Yushu
Earthquake, and 2014 Ludian Earthquake, using the “SJ-3000”
and “SJ-6000” UWB bio-radar developed by our group), practical
rescue experience and feedback implicate that these on-site
environmental interferences (EIs) would significantly affect the
detection performance of the instruments. Therefore, conducting
a clear exploration of the influencing characteristics and rules of

these environmental factors on detecting performance of the bio-
radar could provide transcendental knowledge and guidance for
special EI suppression study, and even for the future design,
manufacture, and rational use of the UWB bio-radar.

EI on the bio-radar in practical application scenarios mainly
comes from two aspects. The first kind of interference involves the
surrounding movement interference (SMI) in the site environment,
such as grass swayed by wind and UWB radar operator movements.
The introduced movement interference of the operator could be
avoided through training and ruling the operator, but the most
common wind-swaying-grass interference is unavoidable, which
thus becomes the main source of SMI. Additionally, there are
also a variety of sources of electromagnetic interference from the
rescue environment, such as mobile phones, global positioning
system (GPS) signals, and radios, which become another kind of
interference affecting the performance of the UWB radar.
Fortunately, most of the interference bands are lower than the
radar operating frequency band, so there would be no substantial
impact on radar detection performance. Specifically, for the UWB
bio-radar, according to long-term search–rescue operation
experience and feedback from Wenchuan and Yushu earthquake
post-disaster search–rescue work in China, we found that the main
electromagnetic interference is narrowband RFI. It mainly comes
from the wireless walkie–talkie equipped with a large number of
search and rescue organizations operating at different frequency
bands for different application types (409~410 MHz for civil use,
400~420 MHz for military use, and 350~390 MHz for economical
use). These frequency bands all overlap with the relatively low
operating central frequency (lower than 500 MHz in order to
guarantee its excellent penetrating detection ability) of most
UWB search–rescue radars (such as the “LifeLocator” of the
United States with 270 MHz and “SJ-3000” of China with 400/
500 MHz).

Currently, some preliminary and general studies mainly focus
on RFI and SMI suppression for radar detection, such as proposing
frequency-domain filters, median filtering to conduct radio
frequency interference (RFI) suppression (Zhao et al., 2013),
applying cross-correlation operation on the echoes of the double
L-frequency band antennas (Chen et al., 2000), establishing a double
continuous wave (CW) radar system with minimum mean square
error adaptive filtering (Zhang et al., 2010) to suppress the SMI for
the CW radar, and using a singular value decomposition (SVD)

FIGURE 1
(A) Principle diagram of the bio-radar. (B) Search and rescue detection of survivors using the UWB bio-radar.
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method to suppress the SMI introduced by engineering vehicles (Xu
et al., 2006). However, almost all these studies consider all kinds of
EIs as a whole, instead of analyzing type differences of EIs.
Moreover, few studies aim at studying the UWB radar detection
performance in special post-disaster search–rescue environments,
let alone investigating the influencing effect and characteristics
caused by the spatial difference and category difference of
interference.

In this paper, we attempt to explore the influencing characteristics
and laws of SMI and RFI on the UWB bio-radar based on large amounts
of actual experiments. Moreover, we will quantify the influencing
characteristics for the UWB bio-radar over two key spatial
interference parameters (angle and distance) and two different
interferences based on the proposed evaluation criteria, aiming to
provide transcendental knowledge and guidance for special
environmental interference suppression study, and even for the future
design, manufacture, and rational use of the UWB bio-radar, which is a
promising aspect to greatly improve the practical performance and
effectiveness of a UWB bio-radar search and rescue system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the UWB bio-radar experiment system and
corresponding data collection; the data preprocessing and
interference evaluation methods are introduced in Section 3;
Section 4 explores the influencing characteristics and laws of two
interferences on the detection performance of the UWB bio-radar,
according to corresponding experiment results. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper.

2 Experimental platform establishment
and data collection

This study established a UWB bio-radar detection experiment
system and human respiratory simulation system based on the
precision linear module, which is exploited to conduct
quantitative detection experiments with distinct and controllable
surrounding interference.

2.1 UWB bio-radar detection system

The impulse radio UWB (IR-UWB) bio-radar adopted in this
study is developed by our group. Its key parameters are shown in

Table 1. Its operating center frequency Fc and bandwidth (BW) are
both Fc=400 MHz and BW=400 MHz, respectively, so it could
guarantee both the ability of penetrating detection and distance
resolution. The sampling number Ns=2,048 in the range dimension
and frequency fs =64 Hz in the time dimension are sufficient to grasp
the simultaneous change of respiration movement. For the IR-UWB
radar, its main lobe width is 60°, and it adopts the butterfly antenna
with vertical polarization. The detecting time window can be used to
determine the effective detecting range scope. For instance, when the
upper and lower edges of the detecting time window are set to 40 ns
(6 m) and 20 ns (3 m), respectively, the effective UWB radar
detection distance ranges from 3–6 m. The experimental scenario
is shown in Figure 2.

2.2 Human respiratory simulation system

In previous studies, volunteers were commonly used as the
source of respiratory signals. However, different volunteers will
generate different respiration rates and displacements of the chest
and abdomen. Even for the same volunteer, posture change,
breathing state difference, and human body status change in
different experimental scenarios also cause different effects on
radar waves. Thus, during this quantitative interference
investigation experiment, we developed a human respiratory
simulation system based on the precision linear module to
generate controllable, quantitative, and identical human
respiratory simulation signals, which could exclude the influence
of random differences from volunteers on the experiments.

As shown in Figure 2A, a precise human respiration simulator
based on a linear guide rail (LGR) could simulate the required
regular motion signals by driving the beacon performing
reciprocating motion, according to the requirement of a certain
amplitude and frequency. With a high load capacity and high-power
brushless direct current (DC) motor, the human respiratory
simulation system could support a series of quantitative settings
of the moving speed and displacement, with an accuracy of speed
over 0.1 mm/m, accuracy of displacement greater than 0.1 mm, and
displacement scope of 0.1–300 mm. Moreover, 30 cm*40 cm*1 mm
(maybe 1 mmmore suitable) aluminum is used as the beacon placed
in the breathing simulator. It is because the human respiratory
backscattering area characteristic curve is most similar to that of
aluminum. Additionally, chest and abdomen movement caused by
human respiratory motion is approximately 30 cm*40 cm.

2.3 Collection of UWB radar human
respiration signals with distinct
interferences

In order to collect the two kinds of UWB radar human
respiration signals with distinct interferences, as shown in
Figure 2, we introduced the representative interference of wind-
swaying grass and RFI interference of a wireless walkie–talkie during
the respiration detection experiments. There are two key
parameters, where ϴ represents the angle between the respiratory
simulator and the source of interference, and R represents the
distance from the radar to the interference source. The effective

TABLE 1 Parameters of the IR-UWB bio-radar.

Symbol Quantity Value

s Signal Impulse radio

Fc Center frequency 400 MHz

BW Bandwidth 400 MHz

Ns Sampling points 2,048

fs Sampling frequency 64 Hz

D Dynamic range 115 dB

s Transmitting power peak 16 W
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detection range determined by the selected time window parameters
of the bio-radar is 3–6 m, so we placed the respiratory simulator at
the middle position of 4 m (≈26.7 ns for the radar) directing to the
radar. During the experiments, the respiratory simulator conducts
reciprocating motion with a speed of 2.5 mm/s and a frequency of
0.2 Hz to simulate the respiration movement, which is generally
consistent with the characteristics of normal human respiratory
thoracic movement.

For the narrowband RFI experiments, as shown in Figure 2A,
the BF-6600 multifunctional frequency-modulated (FM)
walkie–talkie handled to control the signal transmission by a
volunteer lying steadily is applied to introduce the narrowband
RFI into the UWB bio-radar respiration signal. Its operating
frequency is 400–470 MHz, overlapping the frequency band of
the UWB bio-radar, and its duration time is 10 s per set of data.
We know that the transmitter of the walkie–talkie would generate
the main narrowband RFI when transmitting information, so only
the transmitter would be considered the investigated object in the
following study, and the receiver would be placed in an unchanged

position. The collection time per data is 1 min, and the volunteer
controls the walkie–talkie to transmit the interference during
25–40 s. Moreover, for the SMI, as shown in Figure 2B, we used
the electric fan (three-level wind and freely rotating mode) blowing
the plant to generate the interference during the whole 1-min
collection time. The Ethics Committee of the Fourth Military
Medical University approved the study, and all the subjects
authorized the data release.

Moreover, for both kinds of interferences, the angle and distance
between the detecting target and the interference source are two
considerable factors when investigating the influencing
characteristics and laws of interference. According to the layout
of the experimental site, the location distributions of interference
sources are as shown in Figure 3, and every kind of interference
experiments at every position are repeated 10 times for further
analysis and statistics. Specifically, the experiment was not carried
out at four locations due to indoor experimental venue size
limitations. Meanwhile, the available locations are sufficient to
reveal the influence rules of the two kinds of interference.

FIGURE 2
UWB bio-radar respiration detection experiment layouts with different interferences. (A)Narrowband RFI (walkie–talkie) and (B) SMI (wind-swaying
grass).

FIGURE 3
Position distribution of the interference source (black solid points represent the effective experiment position).
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3 Data processing and interference
evaluation

After acquiring the UWB radar respiration echo under
interference at all positions, as shown in Figure 3
(θ � (0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°), R � (2m, 4m, 6m, 8m)), for each
group of radar echo, we first operate a series of preprocessing
methods on it to eliminate some clutter and noise. Then, the power
spectrum in the frequency domain is applied to analyze the
characteristics of radar signals. The signal-noise-clutter-ratio
(SNCR) from the range–frequency matrix developed by our
group is proposed to evaluate the influence of interference
quantitatively. According to the SNCR criteria, influencing
characteristics of the SMI of the wind-swaying grass
interference and RFI of the wireless walkie–talkie interference
for the UWB radar were investigated and evaluated based on
corresponding detecting experiments.

3.1 Preprocessing of the UWB bio-radar
echo

In order to analyze the characteristics of the respiratory response
from the radar echo better, it is necessary to pre-process the original
radar echo to eliminate clutter and noise.

For human movement detection using the UWB radar, different
echo delays from movements at different distance points could be
acquired. After being amplified and sampled, these echoes would be
stored in a two-dimensional matrix R:

R � r m( ) n[ ]: m � 1, . . . ,M, n � 1, . . .N{ }, (1)
where m and n represent the index of range and time,

respectively. M represents the sampling points in the range axis
and determines the detecting range. N represents the sampling
points in the slow time axis and determines the collecting time
combined with the sampling frequency.

In order to preliminarily eliminate the noise and clutter, pre-
processing for the UWB echo mainly includes four steps, as shown
in Figure 4:

Step 1: Downsampling in range dimension. The sampling operation
is conducted on the 2-D matrix R to minimize the size of

data, and sampling will decrease from M to M′, and
M′≪M.

Step 2: Background removal. The sliding window mean subtraction
in the time dimension is exploited to remove the
background. In this study, sliding windows are set as
100 points, according to numerous experiment results
with an adjusted window length.

Step 3: Adaptive enhancement. A 128-order adaptive filtering
algorithm based on the least mean square (LMS) is used
to achieve data enhancement.

Step 4: Low-pass filtering. The 121-order finite impulse response
(FIR) low-pass filter is applied to remove high-frequency
noise and clutter. The cutoff frequency is set to 0.5 Hz, due to
the motion frequency of the breathing simulator being
0.2 Hz.

Taking the UWB radar respiration signal with wind-swaying
grass interference (R � 4m, θ � 0。) shown in Figure 5A as an
example, the respiration response was buried by clutter and
noise. After preprocessing, as shown in Figure 5B, most of them
were eliminated and strong respiration response characteristics
could be obviously observed. In addition, we can also clearly see
that the respiratory response lies at the position of about 26 ns and
its corresponding distance is about 3.9 m, which is consistent with
the actual situation.

Moreover, the results will be completely different if there is no
environmental interference (motion interference and
electromagnetic interference) and radar system noise. For the
radar time–distance echo and frequency–distance matrix, there
would be only clear respiratory response that persists over time
at a distance of 26 ns, and no noise and clutter at any distance
positions. Correspondingly, only a strong peak at the target distance
position would be observed in the distance–power spectrum, while
the surrounding power values remain stable and low.

3.2 Quantitative interference evaluation
criteria of SNCR

This paper proposed reliable criteria of SNCR to quantitatively
evaluate the influence of different interferences at different spatial
locations on the UWB radar respiration response.

FIGURE 4
Flowchart of signal preprocessing and SNCR generation processing.
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Still taking the respiration signal with the wind-swaying
grass interference, for example, range–frequency matrices
given in Figure 5B are obtained by performing fast Fourier
transform (FFT) in the time dimension. Energy peaks
obviously appear in these matrices, as shown in Figure 5C.
We can observe that the energy peak lies at the position of
26 ns and 0.2 Hz, which is consistent with the position and
moving frequency of the respiration simulator, respectively.
The energy peak is defined as Es, which represents the signal.
Moreover, Ec is defined and picked from another secondary
energy peak from a certain range beyond the maximum peak
because this point contains a wider frequency band without
respiratory features. During the actual operation, the
power–distance distribution matrix, as shown in Figure 5D,
could be obtained by conducting logarithm and normalization
operations on all the energy peaks collected from every range bin
of the range–frequency matrices along the range axis. The
strongest power peak and secondary power peak from a
certain range beyond the maximum peak are defined as Ps

and Pc , which represent the respiration signal power and
noise-and-clutter interference power, respectively.
Consequently, the output SNCR is defined as

SNCRoutput � −Pc . (2)
SNCRoutput > 0 represents an existing human target, and
SNCRoutput < 0 represents no human target. When detecting
Ps, it should be the strongest power peak, and its
corresponding frequency features should be consistent with
respiration response features. Moreover, Pc is usually detected
from a certain range before the maximum peak to avoid the
smearing influence of the respiration movement on the
following signal.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Investigation of the narrowband RFI
effect

The RFI experiments were performed at all the interference
positions given in Figure 3. All the UWB radar signals were analyzed
by the proposed method and categorized to summarize the
influencing characteristics and laws of RFI. Some representative
experiments of two scenarios at typical positions were conducted
and are discussed as follows. For the first scenario, the angle θ

between the radar and interference source is fixed and the relative
distance R is changeable, which facilitate investigating the
interference distance factor R that is affected quantitatively.
According to the experimental results (0。&0m, 0。&2m) shown
in Figure 6, the RFI caused a strong and serious impact so that
almost no valid respiration response could be observed from the
preprocessed radar echo shown in Figures 6A, B but with strong
interference in the 30–45 s. In addition, although two energy peaks
lie at the 26 ns position in the range–frequency matrix shown in
Figures 6C, D, their corresponding frequencies are 0.33 and 0.28 Hz,
which means that the power peaks shown in Figures 6E, F are
derived from interference. Moreover, corresponding respiration
response features also could not be found at the position (26 ns)
according to further analysis. Consequently, under these conditions,
the narrowband RFI will cause serious influence on human
movement detection and even lead to misjudgments. Here, for
further convenience of calculation, we set the SNCR to −20 dB to
represent the detection failure.

For the experimental results (0。&4m, 0。&6m) shown in
Figure 7, although with a slight impact, obvious respiration
response could be observed from the preprocessed radar echo, as

FIGURE 5
UWB radar respiration signal with wind-swaying grass interference (0。,4m). (A) Raw radar echo, (B) preprocessed signal, (C) distance–frequency
matrix, and (D) normalized power–distance distribution matrix.
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shown in Figures 7A, B, and two energy peaks just lie at the 26 ns
position, as shown in Figures 7C, D. Further analysis shows that
their corresponding frequencies are both approximately 0.2 Hz,
which are consistent with the location and respiration feature of
the respiration simulator. According to the power–distance
distribution matrix shown in Figures 7E, F, the maximum
respiration power at the position of respiration energy peaks
(27 ns) for both is 0 dB, and their maximum interference power
is −59.68 and −83.47 dB, respectively. Consequently, the
corresponding SNCR is 59.68 and 83.47 dB, respectively. It
implies that the RFI generates some influence on the detecting
performance of the UWB radar under these two conditions.
However, the interference does not lead to misjudgments, and it
will attenuate with detection range increasing.

For the second scenario, R is fixed and θ is changeable, which
can facilitate investigating the impact of the interference angle factor
θ quantitatively.

According to the experimental results (45。& 2m, 90。& 2m)
shown in Figure 8, although the RFI caused some impact, part of
the obvious respiration response was still observed from the radar
echo shown in Figures 8A, B, and the corresponding frequency and
position of respiration energy peaks shown in Figures 8C, D were
consistent with the features of the respiration simulator. In
addition, the SNCR for the two radar echoes is 40.19 and
43.43 dB, derived from the corresponding power–distance

matrix, which is almost equal and implicates a similar
interference effect.

All groups of data with narrowband RFI described in Figure 3
were processed according to the aforementioned process. The final
average SNCR of 10 repeats of experiments at each specific
interference position is applied to evaluate its specific impact. A
variable-controlling approach was used to analyze and discuss the
influencing characteristics of narrowband RFI over the two key
parameters, namely, angle and distance.

According to the experimental results shown in Figure 9, we can
observe that 1) RFI would influence and decrease the SNCR of the
radar respiration signal significantly within a close distance (R < 2 m)
so that the respiration energy peaks cannot be found and even lead to
misjudgments; 2) the RFI influencing effect is highly correlated with
the interference distance. For all the interference angle curves shown
in Figure 9A, the SNCR values exhibit an increasing trend with
increasing distance; 3) as shown in Figure 9B, for a fixed
interference distance, the angle change usually leads to little
interference difference (except an extreme case of 45。& 2m). The
curves of 45。, 135。, and 180。 nearly overlap, which proves that the
interference effect is independent of the angle. It can be explained that
the narrowband RFI is also a kind of electromagnetic wave, and it was
transmitted omnidirectionally by the wireless walkie–talkie in the free
space so that the RFI is evenly distributed at the same distance, causing
a similar interference effect.

FIGURE 6
Experiment results of the UWB radar respiration signal with narrowband RFI (0。& 0m,0。&2m). (A,B) Preprocessed radar echo, (C,D)
distance–frequency matrix, and (E,F) normalized power–distance distribution matrix.
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FIGURE 7
Experiment results of the UWB radar respiration signal with narrowband RFI (0。& 4m,0。& 6m). (A, B) Preprocessed radar echo, (C, D) Distance-
frequency matrix, (E, F) Normalized power-distance distribution matrix.

FIGURE 8
Experiment results of the UWB radar respiration signal with narrowband RFI (45。& 2m,90。& 2m). (A, B) Preprocessed radar echo, (C, D)Distance-
frequency matrix.
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4.2 Investigation of the surrounding
movement interference effect

Similarly, the same method and operation were applied to
investigate the influencing characteristics of SMI. Some representative
experiments of two scenarios at typical positions are discussed as follows:

For the first scenario of fixed angle θ and changeable distance R,
according to the experimental results (0。& 0m, 0。& 2m) shown

in Figure 10, respiration response at a reasonable position cannot be
observed except for strong interference around the 19-ns position
for (0。& 0m), as shown in Figure 10A, while only a weak
respiration response could be observed around 27 ns for
(0。& 2m) in the radar echoes, as shown in Figure 10B.
However, both the location and frequency features of energy
peaks in the distance–frequency (D-F) matrix shown in Figures
10C, D lie at around (19 ns, 0.15 Hz) and (18.5 ns, 0.05 Hz), which is

FIGURE 9
SNCR curves of the UWB bio-radar respiration signal with narrowband RFI at different interference positions: (A) fixed distance R and changeable
angle θ, and (B) fixed angle θ and changeable distance R.

FIGURE 10
Experiment results of the UWB radar respiration signal with SMI (0。& 0m,0。& 2m). (A, B) Preprocessed radar echo, (C, D) Distance-frequency
matrix, (E, F) Normalized power-distance distribution matrix.
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not consistent with the actual respiration feature and would be
recognized as interference. Consequently, the interference at these
conditions will cause a serious influence on the UWB detection
performance and lead to detecting mistakes. Therefore, for further
convenience of calculation and comparison, we set the SNCR
to −50 dB to represent the detection failure.

With R increasing to 4 and 6 m, obvious respiration response,
reasonable location feature, and frequency feature of energy peaks
can be observed and detected from corresponding radar echoes and

D-F matrices, as shown in Figure 11. The final SNCRs generated
from the D-P spectrum are 35.63 and 102 dB, implying that the
interference influenced the detection performance to some extent
under these conditions but did not lead to detection mistakes.

For the second scenario of fixed R and changeable θ of SMI,
according to the experiment results (45。& 2m, 90。& 2m) shown
in Figure 12, the influence situation of (45。& 2m ) is similar to that
of the result of (0。& 2m), with unexpected peak features of (19 ns,
0.1 Hz), as shown in Figure 12C, and also lead to detection mistakes

FIGURE 11
Experiment results of the UWB radar respiration signal with SMI (0。& 4m,0。& 6m). (A, B) Preprocessed radar echo, (C, D) Distance-frequency
matrix.

FIGURE 12
Experiment results of the UWB radar respiration signal with SMI (45。& 2m;90。& 2m). (A, B) Preprocessed radar echo, (C, D) Distance-frequency
matrix.
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with a negative SNCR of −26.4 dB. However, for the experiment of
90。&2m, both a stronger respiration response around 27 ns and
reasonable respiration features lying at (27 ns, 0.2 Hz) can be
observed, as shown in Figures 12B, D, which means that the
interference influence attenuates heavily from 90。 to 45。,
although the interference always locates at the 2-m position.

All groups of data with SMI (wind-swaying grass) were processed
based on the same process, and the SNCRs were also analyzed and
compared, as shown in Figure 13. Statistical results of SNCRs suggested
that 1) the wind-swaying grass interference only generates serious
influence on UWB radar respiration within a close distance (<2 m),
and it will lead to detection mistakes with negative SNCRs, as shown in
Figure 13A; 2) within the range of the radar main lobe, the influencing
strength of the wind-swaying grass interference on UWB radar
detection is highly related to the interference distance in the
detection window. As shown by the curves of 0。& 45。 in
Figure 13A, the interference influence decreased with the increasing
distance from 0 to 6 m, and corresponding SNCRs increased from
negative values (−50 dB) to positive values (100 dB). However, the
SNCR value remained stabilized around 100 dB and almost unaffected
when the distance is over 6 m. This is because the interference was
screened or isolated outside the detecting timewindow.Out of the range
of the radar main lobe, respiration detection could cast off the
interference influence quickly once the interference source is located
a little far away (over 2 m) and the SNCR reached the highest value of
around 100 dB, as shown by the curves of 90。, 135。, and 180。 in
Figure 13A; 3) interference influencing strength is also highly related to
the interference angle. According to the five SNCR curves
(0。, 45。90。, 135。, and 180。) shown in Figure 13A and two SNCR
curves (2m, 4m) shown in Figure 13B, the interference effect decreased
and SNCRs increased with the interference angle increasing from 0。 to
180。 at any specific distance. This phenomenon can be explained by
the effective working main lobe width of the radar. The interference
source was moving from the main lobe to the side lobe field of radar
when the interference angle increased from 0。 to 180。, so less
interference information was acquired by the radar.

Additionally, although there are also some other electromagnetic
interferences in the rescue environment, such as mobile phones, GPS
signals, and radios, they may not cause serious interference to this
special penetrating detection-oriented bio-radar system characterized
by low operating center-frequency (<500 MHz). For the commonly

used 3 G and 4 G communication, their frequency mainly centered
surrounding 2.1 GHz. The operating frequency of a GPS signal ranges
from 1,230 to 1,570 MHz, and the civil radio frequency usually ranges
from 70 to 110 MHz. Obviously, all these frequency ranges did not
overlap with the bio-radar working frequency band and thus will not
lead to serious interference theoretically. Therefore, these kinds of
interferences were not considered in the study, and additional
investigating experiments were not developed. Even with some
influence, their influencing strength would be much weaker than
that of the narrowband RFI due to their working signal power.

5 Conclusion

This study attempts to quantitatively investigate the influencing
characteristics and laws of two main existing EIs with human
respiration detection using the UWB bio-radar in some post-
disaster search and rescue sites.

First, this paper established a quantitative and controllable
experimental evaluation platform system. It consists of a UWB
bio-radar detection experiment system, different interference
simulation systems, and the human respiratory simulation system
based on the precision linear module. Then, reasonable evaluation
criteria of SNCR were especially proposed to analyze and quantify
the interference influence level. Based on the aforementioned
experimental platform and signal processing method, numerous
experiments were performed under different and well-designed
experimental layouts. All experiment results were analyzed and
summarized, focusing on investigating interference influence
characteristics.

For the narrowband RFI, numerous experiment results show
that the SNCR of the UWB radar respiration signal within a close
distance (R < 2 m) is seriously decreased due to RFI and even leads
to misjudgments. However, with the interference distance
increasing, the influence effect decreases gradually. Statistical
results demonstrated that there is no strong correlation between
the interference strength and interference angle. RFI at any specific
interference angle exhibits almost the same influence effect on
respiration detection as long as the interference is located within
the same interference distance, no matter whether it was located in
the main lobe or side lobe of the radar. Contrarily, RFI is highly

FIGURE 13
SNCR curves of the UWB bio-radar respiration signal with SMI at different interference positions: (A) fixed distance R and changeable angle θ, and (B)
fixed angle θ and changeable distance R.
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related to the interference distance, and the influencing strength
attenuates gradually (SNCR increases) with the interference distance
increasing, even when the interference sources have been moved
outside the detecting time window. It indicates that the function of
the time window of the UWB radar is ineffective to the RFI so that
the interference influence cannot be screened or isolated.

The influencing effect of SMI exhibits some distinct
characteristics compared with those of RFI. SMI is affected by
the main lobe width and the detecting time window of the UWB
radar, although the influencing effect is similar within a close
interference distance (R < 2 m). Contrary to RFI, the influencing
strength of SMI is highly related to the interference angle. The
influencing effect decreases and SNCRs increase with the
interference angle increasing at any specific interference distance.
Once the interference sources were located in the side lobe field at a
little far distance (>2 m), it caused almost no influence. Additionally,
similar to RFI, the SMI has a strong relation with the interference
distance within the detecting time window in the main radar lobe,
while the interference attenuates sharply outside the time widow.

In the future, based on these characteristic research results of
interference, we will further study corresponding targeted
interference suppression technology and conduct the strategy to
reduce the interference influence during production, design, and use
of the UWB bio-radar, aiming to improving the practical
performance and effectiveness of the UWB bio-radar search and
rescue system.
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